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SUBJECT: Budgeted versus Actual Tuition and Credit Hours 
  

The institutions now retain 80% of the tuition and system fee revenue generated at their 
institution.  Rather than a pool of resources, the universities now manage their budgets so they 
are in-line with their actual tuition revenues under the concept of University Managed Resources.  
The institutions establish their operating budgets based on what they believe their revenue stream 
will be.   

 
A look at the projected budget compared to the actual revenues is provided in the 

following table for FY11:  
 

FY11 University Managed Tuition Budget Compared to FY11 Revenue 
 

 
FY11 Base FY11 FY11 

 
Op. Budget Revenue Gain/(Loss) 

BHSU $5,786,516  $5,746,529  ($39,987) 
DSU $2,708,831  $2,850,735  $141,904  
NSU $4,075,814  $4,053,754  ($22,060) 
SDSM&T $5,129,886  $5,248,500  $118,614  
SDSU $24,941,231  $25,479,570  $538,339  
USD $19,035,166  $19,415,156  $379,990  

 
$61,677,444  $62,794,244  $1,116,800  

 
The following chart identifies the projected tuition base and actual revenue for FY12: 
  

 
FY12 Base FY12 FY12 

 
Op. Budget  Actual Revenue Over(Under) 

BHSU $6,617,381  $6,375,841  ($241,540) 
DSU $3,113,510  $3,130,911  $17,401  
NSU $4,824,579  $4,523,232  ($301,347) 
SDSM&T $6,799,999  $6,204,564  ($595,435) 
SDSU $27,607,528  $28,706,225  $1,098,697  
USD $21,920,360  $22,477,825  $557,465  

 
$70,883,357  $71,418,598  $535,241  
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Each fall and spring the institutions are asked to update their credit hour projections as 
well as their revenue estimates.  This is an opportunity to see how the projected hours and 
revenues are aligning with the campus’ budgets.  A comparison of the tuition operating budget 
and the projected revenues for FY13 as of November is provided in the following table.  
 

 
FY13 Base FY13 FY13 

 
Op. Budget Projected Revenue Over(Under) 

BHSU $7,126,077  $6,655,699  ($470,378) 
DSU $3,143,439  $3,355,185  $211,746  
NSU $5,268,864  $4,884,804  ($384,060) 
SDSM&T $7,960,230  $7,348,060  ($612,170) 
SDSU $32,355,934  $30,646,958  ($1,708,976) 
USD $24,554,355  $25,568,235  $1,013,880  

 
$80,408,899  $78,458,941  ($1,949,958) 

  
 The table below illustrates the change in projected credit hours for fiscal year 2013.  It 
should be noted that an increase or decrease in credit hours will not correlate directly to an 
increase or decrease in revenue because of the different costs for undergraduate, graduate, 
resident, and non-resident students.  
 

FY13 Projected Credit Hours 

   
October-2012 

 
March-2012 October-2012 

Over/(Under) 
March-2012 

BHSU 59,111 58,369 (742) 
DSU 30,451 29,775 (676) 
NSU 43,626 44,131 505 
SDSM&T 58,670 59,803 1,133 
SDSU 262,979 251,114 (11,865) 
USD 158,185 163,162 4,977 
Total Credit Hours 613,022 606,354 (6,668) 

 
 
All of the above comparisons are comparing actual revenues/credit hours against planned 

budgets/credit hours.  The information is also limited to state-support tuition and much of the 
system growth has been in self-support.  While the institutions put a significant effort into 
developing an operating budget, the operating budget could also reflect an overly optimistic 
revenue stream causing the gain or loss to appear drastic.  An additional report is being created 
that tracks credit hour changes from year to year which has a direct correlation to revenues.  
Comparing actuals from year to year and including self-support hours will give a better sense of 
actual changes in revenue. 
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Attachment II is a condition statement for the System Tuition Fund.  The fund holds the 

Board’s five percent reserve which is available to address enrollment swings in the system, as 
well as other Board priorities and critical needs.  Any funds allocated from the fund are approved 
by the Board.  The only revenues to the account under UMR are the interest earning from the 
system tuition deposits. 



Beginning Cash Balance June 30, 2012 $3,442,935

Revenue:
Actual Interest Earnings (on FY12 money)  $760,106
  

Expenditures:
WICHE Dues  ($125,000)

Loans
3-Year Loan to SDSM&T to Cover One-Time Stipend Payment ($188,595)

Ending Reserve Cash Balance November 28, 2012 $4,078,041

(1) Board's Reserve Goal is 5% of Base Tuition $4,020,450

ATTACHMENT I  4

South Dakota Board of Regents
Tuition Condition Statement

As of November 28, 2012
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